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Answer all questions.
1

Some friends talk about their plans for the holidays.
Write the correct letter beside the name of the person.
A

B

D

E

C

(a) Thomas

[1]

(b) Laura

[1]

(c) Quentin

[1]

(d) Marie

[1]
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2

Anne and Maxime talk about Christmas.
Complete the following sentences in English.
(a) (i) Anne talks about a meal eaten on_______________________________ . [1]
(ii) Anne does not enjoy eating ___________________________________ . [1]
(b) (i) Maxime finds it easy to buy a present for his ______________________ . [1]
(ii) This year, Maxime is going to buy ______________________________ . [1]

[Turn over
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3

Karine and Bernard talk about school uniform.
Tick (3) the correct box.
(a) (i) In Karine’s school,
A

everyone has to wear uniform.

B

some pupils wear uniform.

C

pupils do not wear uniform.

[1]

(ii) In Bernard’s school,
A

the boys wear sweatshirts.

B

boys and girls wear the same style of clothes.

C

the girls wear polo shirts.

[1]

(b) (i) Bernard thinks that school uniform
A

creates a sense of belonging.

B

is less expensive.

C

is not a good idea.

[1]

(ii) Bernard finds it strange to see girls wearing
A

ties.

B

skirts.

C

blazers.

[1]
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4

Two teenagers talk about the sports they do.
Write the answers in English in the boxes.
(a) Germaine does not like swimming because …
Reason 1

Reason 2

[2]
(b) Philippe enjoys playing football because …
Reason 1

Reason 2

[2]

[Turn over
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5

You hear a guest complaining to the hotel manager.
Tick (3) the correct box.
(a) (i) In the guest’s room,
A

the door does not open properly.

B

the heating is broken.

C

the shower does not work.

[1]

(ii) The guest complained for the first time
A

in the morning.

B

in the afternoon.

C

last night.

[1]

(b) (i) The hotel manager
A

offers a different room in the hotel.

B

does not offer another room.

C

offers a room in a different hotel.

[1]

(ii) They cannot fix the problems tonight because
A

the repair man has finished work for the day.

B

it would make too much noise.

C

they need to contact the owner.
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[1]

6

Annie and Hugo talk about summer jobs.
Tick (3) the two correct boxes.
(a) (i) Annie usually has enough money.
(ii) Annie never has enough money.
(iii) Annie does not want to work in a shop.
(iv) Annie’s parents offer to give her money.
(v) Annie has to ask her parents for money.

[2]

Tick (3) the two correct boxes.
(b) (i) Hugo is going to repair cars.
(ii) Hugo is going to sell cars.
(iii) Hugo does not like getting up early.
(iv) Hugo likes to go to bed early.
(v) Hugo refuses to work with his family.

[2]

[Turn over
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7

You hear this conversation about television programmes.
Tick (3) the correct box.
(a) In the future, Agathe is going to watch
(i) cartoons.
(ii) game shows.
(iii) the news.

[1]

(b) Benoît prefers to watch
(i) documentaries.
(ii) detective series.
(iii) talk shows.

[1]

(c) Camille enjoys watching
(i) sport.
(ii) game shows.
(iii) films.

[1]

(d) David thinks that watching films on television
(i) is not as good as in the cinema.
(ii) is cheaper than in the cinema.
(iii) is a waste of time.

[1]
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8

You hear some people talking about problems in the world.
Complete the following sentences in English.
(a) Young people who cannot find a job have to
__________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________ . [1]
(b) These children are ill from the moment they
__________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________ . [1]
(c) It was shocking to see that people in Paris were sleeping in
__________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________ . [1]
(d) The responsibility of the governments is to
__________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________ . [1]

[Turn over
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9

Your friend, Yannick, describes what happened on a recent holiday.
Answer the following sentences in English.
(a) (i) Why did Yannick go on holiday to Spain?
________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________ [1]
(ii) Where did Yannick spend most of his holiday?
________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________ [1]
(b) (i) Where was Yannick when the accident happened?
________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________ [1]
(ii) What was Yannick doing when he slipped and fell?
________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________ [1]
(c) (i) Why did Yannick leave in an ambulance?
________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________ [1]
(ii) What exactly was Yannick’s injury?
________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________ [1]
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(d) (i) What difficulty did the nurses have?
________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________ [1]
(ii) What did Yannick have to do for a week?
________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________ [1]

THIS IS THE END OF THE QUESTION PAPER
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